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Kevin Miles, Chief Executive (KM)
Michael Brunskill, Head of Communications (MB)
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Harpreet Robertson (HR)
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Tom Greatrex, Fulham Supporters Trust (TG)
Steve Moulds, Foxes Trust, Leicester City (SM)
Thomas Concannon, Newcastle United Supporters Trust (TC)
Kat Law, Tottenham Hotspur Supporters’ Trust (KL)
Dave Pennington, Manchester United Supporters Trust (DP)
Tim Payton, Arsenal Supporters Trust (TP)

 
1. European Super League Proposal

BB thanked the FSA, all fan groups and every fan that spoke up for the
phenomenal show of unity against the European Super League (ESL).
Aleksander Ceferin recognises that it was the action of English fans that
stopped the ESL.

Announcements by the Prime Minister & Oliver Dowden could not have
taken a harder line, much more than was expected. A court injunction
was obtained in the Madrid courts which could have impacted on the FA’s
ability to oppose the ESL but the UK government commitment to
legislate if necessary  made it irrelevant.  The fan movement was essential
in mobilising politicians. BB believes there is extensive opposition within
La Liga to the ESL proposals.



KM said it was striking how everyone had come together to oppose the
ESL and it was the start of a big review of football governance.  It is not the
first time, or the last, that such an idea has been proposed but it should
be an end to the appeasement of the ‘Big 6’.

TP raised the issue of the new UEFA proposals for the Champions League
format.  BB recognised that the proposals will squeeze the PL fixture
arrangements, and that the historical coefficient remained an issue.
Although UEFA voted the 2024 changes through on Monday, many in
Europe want to look at this and would be meeting soon to discuss
whether to reopen those decisions.

Ceferin has acknowledged that English fans had been key to stopping the
Super League and asked to meet with fan group representatives from the
six clubs. TP believes the FSA have never had a better opportunity to meet
with Ceferin and share fan concerns.

DP asked about rumours of sanctions against PL clubs. While due process
remains to be completed, BB advised that the PL issue is not with fans,
players, managers or most club executives.  It is not about the penalising
clubs, but rather addressing the actions of a few. Fan representatives
discussed the potential implications of sanctions and acknowledged was
a wide range of views as to what was appropriate. TC noted there was
precedent for teams being punished on-the-pitch for off-field rule
breaking.  BB referred to its quasi-judicial independent process which
would deem what sanctions would be necessary, should they be imposed.
MB said FSA focus will be on the fan-led review which is required to
prevent this happening again in the longer-term.

2. Government Fan-led Governance Review
The PL will fully cooperate with the fan-led review. BB acknowledged
there would be disagreements, but fans and the PL have many common
aims; a stable well-run sport, with performance-based competitions
which include a fan voice.

The PL supports self-regulation, but this only works if everyone plays fairly
within the rules.  When a group of clubs do not wish to stand by the
collective then it is difficult to keep the privilege of self-regulation. The PL
is happy to keep lines of communication open on this issue.

3. Return of Supporters (May)
● Premier League update      
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The Events Research Programme (ERP) will include the FA Cup final, but
no exception is being made for the PL matches due to be played that
weekend. Therefore, PL matches scheduled for midweek on the 11/12 May
will take place over the weekend of 15/16 May and those planned for the
15/16 May weekend will take place on 18/19 May. This shift will enable each
club to have one home match with fans present before the end of the
season.

Two kick off times are expected for the midweek matches. KL raised
concerns that a 6pm kick off would not be ideal for fans who work. BB
confirmed that all fixtures for the two rounds with limited attendance
would be screened by the broadcasters.

Return of fans will be compliant with SGO2 guidelines but Safety Advisory
Groups (SAGs) will make the final decision on numbers. BB encouraged
fans to work with their local SAG on this. KL commented that she has
found the Haringey SAG to be very helpful.

TP confirmed DCMS are still looking at the situation with away fans.  The
PL have asked for away fans to be treated the same as the rest of the
population; when general travel for the population is reinstated, there
should be no additional restrictions placed on away fans.  The FSA and all
fan reps agreed that this is appropriate.

4. Return of Supporters (August)
The Events Research Programme (ERP) is testing the parameters of the
guidance. ERP participants are tested both before and after an event to
monitor transmission.  Vaccination / social distancing mitigations are
being tracked separately. When the season begins on 14 August, there
may be additional ERP restrictions to the SGO2 Guidance. Mitigation may
only allow 50% capacity in the worst case scenario.

KL raised concerns that season ticket money was being taken by clubs on
the basis that there will be 100% capacity in August. DP stated clubs were
planning for 100% attendance with vaccine certification, a mask or proof
of negative test but with immediate refunds for matches where capacity
limits prevent ST holders from attending.  HR commented that it is
practical and reasonable for clubs to assume a return to full capacity
when taking season ticket payments, as long as there is a commitment to
a timely refund should that not be the reality.

HR said that clubs should be allowing all fans to access matches if there
are no travel restrictions in place for the general population.  Clubs may
feel the need or pressure to prioritise local fans but we should encourage
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them to treat all fans equally within the guidelines applicable to the
general population.

The PL want a 100% return of fans, with maximum mitigations to allow as
many as possible to attend.  KM acknowledged room for local deviation
and believes the FSA has a role to play in developing supporter
representation on SAGs, by providing training for volunteers so
representatives are aware of the processes and challenges. BB agreed a
strong fan voice, supported by technical knowledge, would be positive.
KL believes there is still work to be done to demonstrate the value of fan
input to the other stakeholders on SAGs. DP asked whether the SGSA
could give greater direction to SAGs so that they apply national Covid
guidance consistently.

SM raised concerns that some clubs could be prevented from hosting
matches because of a high prevalence of Covid in a particular area.  At the
moment, the government is not intending to impose any local
restrictions, but there is a caveat in place depending on the transmission
of the virus.  A winter spike could see a modification to procedures during
the season.

The clinically vulnerable are a concern and PL clubs are expected to make
provision for these as well as disabled fans.  The intention is to be as
inclusive as possible.  KL noted that there have been issues with the
Carabao Cup Final tickets with the interchangeable use of the terms
Clinically  Extremely Vulnerable  (CEV) and Disabled, when these terms
refer to distinct groups of people, with some overlap.

BB advised that alcohol will only be available in restricted areas and under
controlled circumstances but a slight amendment to the licensing laws
would encourage staggered arrival times if fans can consume alcohol in
the ground.  KM confirmed the FSA policy which opposes any
discriminatory regulation for football fans (including laws pertaining to
alcohol).

Action: PL to look at the practical implications of the policy where
health restrictions could limit attendance at football matches.

 

5. Anti-racism initiatives
Steward training will be offered on a wide scale basis, with particular focus
on the abuse aspect of the training.  There is a low incidence within
stadiums and peer group policing and reporting should be encouraged.
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The PL are meeting with government ministers and social media
companies to address this problem.  There appears to be a strong mood
amongst many for a boycott of social media.  It should be noted that
much of the online abuse comes from overseas users.

6. AOB
KL raised the issue of a return of safe standing. BB confirmed it had not
been forgotten about at DCMS.

Helen McNamara, BB’s successor, is likely to join the next call. All on the
call thanked BB for his commitment to “structured dialogue” since the
process was set up and wished him well for the future.
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